
Year 2 Instructions for Wednesday 6th May 2020. 
 
Good Morning!  I hope you are all safe and well and having fun. 
 
Spelling:  Doubling consonants. In your books draw 3 columns with headings root word, -
ing,-ed.  Then fill these words into your columns.  Remember to double the consonant 
before adding ing or ed. 
run, drop, drip, hip, rub, bat, knit, slip, flap, jog, hug. 
 
Maths: First finish any work from Monday or Tuesday that hasn’t been completed.  Then go 
onto www.whiterosemaths.com home learning and watch Lesson 3 (related facts).  
Complete the worksheet.  If confident, have a go at the Mastery worksheet. 
Go onto BBC Bitesize Maths KS1 and play Karate cats addition and subtraction silver level. 
 
English:  If you haven’t finished your plan then continue your plan. 
If you have finished,  you need to write the beginning of your story.  How is your story going 
to start?  Remember it’s a traditional tale,  here are some story starter ideas,  you could use 
one of these or think of how you may want to start. 
 
Once upon a time……      The wolf was fed up…….. 
In a faraway land……..      There was once a………. 
The …….was not very happy………    Once there was a ……..who…. 
In a distant land…….      Long, long ago…….. 
 
Remember to grab your reader from the start, draw them into your story.  Is the wolf going 
to tell the story?  Remember adjectives, adverbs and different sentences (question, 
statement, exclamation)  Neat joined handwriting.  Keep reading through your work to 
make sure it makes sense.  Lots of detail.  Use your plan to help. 
 
R.E.  This work will take a couple of weeks, so don’t feel it all has to be done today.  We are 
starting to look at why church is sacred to Christians. 
On Youtube  there is REQuest: Tour of church (there are 5 parts so don’t feel you have to 
watch them all at once). 
Think about when and why people go to church.  In your books draw pictures to show when 
people go  e.g. a wedding  and write a sentence explaining what the picture shows. 
You may want to design your own stained glass window. 
 
P.E.  It’s time to go and get active up to you how. 
 
Don’t forget to read and share books.  Have a great day.  Mrs. Edgeworth. 
 
 


